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Lesson PLan

MateriaLs:
 � JamBox
 � Music Playlist for Warm-up and for Styles
 � Roll of White Paper (find somewhere safe for 

this to live week to week)
 � Coloring utensils
 � Tape and Scissors
 � Pictures for Timeline

Day one:
Take Attendance
1) Intro to Laboratory of Movement/Pones Inc.

Who we are and what we do while other 
teacher does intro to contact.

Intro Yourself: how long you’ve been dancing, 
why you like it, open up to questions if you 
feel comfortable.

2) Circle Time: Have kids intro themselves by 
playing the “Dance Name Game”
a) Invite kids to think of a word that starts with 

the same sound as their name (ex:Crazy 
Kim or Daring Darnell or Kicky Kate) and 
then add a movement (ex: Crazy Kim – I 
turn in a circle with arms up and wiggly). 
The game is played in a pick-up around 
the circle. Ex: I say Crazy Kim then all 
others in the circle repeat after me, next is 
Energetic Ian (Ian drops it like it’s hot) – we 
all repeat Ian’s move and then the Crazy 
Kim move – continues on like this around 
the circle until all have shared our name + 
movement. If you’ve ever played the game 
“I’m going to Grandma’s house and I’m 
taking…” it’s like that. Make sense? If not, I 
can clarify better.
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3) Have a seat again and start discussing the 
time periods and styles. What is the dance 
that will define their generation? (ex: Dougie, 
Twerking, Hittin’ the Kwan). Explain that we 
will be learning dances from the 1920s, 1950s, 
1970s and 1980s.

4) Lead a warm-up head to toe (introduce the 
word isolation) start at the head, shoulders, 
arms, ribs, hips, legs, feet. <Music Choice is 
up to you>

Make sure to have kids clap and count in 8 
counts at some point during the warm up and 
then you can ask questions after they sit down 
after warm-up.

After warm-up review:
a) Our body is our tool as dancers. What is 

a photographers tool? Answer: Camera. 
What is a painter’s tool? Etc. Explain it’s 
important of take care of our tool (our body) 
by warming up and cooling down.

b) How many counts to dancers count in? 8
c) What does it mean to isolate a body part?

5) Now introduce the word CHOREOGRAPHY 
and let them know they are going to learn and 
create some of their own throughout this class.

6) Next move to the “1920s” Time Line 
Discussion
i) what was happening, what did people 

wear, what type of music did they “listen “ 
to, how did it influence dance styles

ii) volunteers to paste up pictures
iii) brief history of the Charleston dance

tiMe Line info for 1920s:
1920: Women Granted the Right to Vote in U.S. 

(you can talk a bit in depth about this and ask 
them what they think about it ... they will think 
it’s crazy!)

1924: First Olympic Winter Games
1927: Babe Ruth makes Home Run Record
1928: Bubble gum, sliced bread and penicillin 

invented
1929: The Great Depression begins (you may 

need to explain what this was)

info for styLe:
a) the origins of the dance are obscure, the 

dance has been traced back to blacks who 
lived on an island off the coast of Charleston, 
South Carolina (which is why the dance is 
called “Charleston”)

b) women wore flapper dresses (women short 
hair and skirts) = considered a symbol of 
freedom and rebellion (you could ask them 
what is considered the same for women to 
wear or act nowadays)

c) men wore suits and hats
d) the dance style was considered scandalous 

at the time (see if they can figure out why 
and again, ask what dances are considered 
scandalous today?)

e) it was performed to live ragtime jazz, often 
in clubs (I usually don’t dive into prohibition 
because it’s a little awkward to have to talk 
about booze with kids)

7) Start to Learn Charleston choreography
touch front back, front back touch 2xs side and 

turn 
repeat other way (guys go back and girls front) 
knees kick out 2xs R and L slow then fast
circle around partner and wiggle
kick across partner
jump front and back diagonals slow
knee trick

8) End in Circle Time: Invite each kid to tell what 
their favorite part of the class was / when they 
felt good about themselves / what surprised 
them about the 1920s. Let students know 
that in the next class we will continue with 
Charleston and then move on to another time 
period.

Dismissal
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Day two:
Take Attendance

1) Repeat Step #1 from First Day
2) Warm-up
3) Circle Time: Review what they learned about 

the 1920s last week
4) Review Charleston choreography
5) Continue and finish Charleston choreography

Hold 3 eight counts
touch front back, front back touch 2xs side
repeat other way (guys go back and girls front)
knees kick out 2xs R and L slow then fast
circle around partner and wiggle
kick across partner
jump front and back diagonals slow
knee trick
<Insert Partner Ideas / Without Partner Parts 

music goes until 51 sec.>
6) If time, create 16-32 counts with partner in this 

style.
Show / Perform Duets

7) End in Circle Time: Invite each kid to tell what 
their favorite part of the class was / when they 
felt good about themselves. Let them know 
that next week we will be exploring the 1950s!

Dismissal

Day three:
Take Attendance

1) Warm-up
2) Circle Time: Quick review of 1920s, Move into 

1950s: what was happening, what did people 
wear, what type of music did they listen to, how 
did it influence dance styles
i) volunteers to paste up pictures
ii) “Grease” Dance - brief history

tiMe Line info for 1950s:
1951: Color TV introduced (note that all the pics 

on the timeline are in B&W up until the late 
1950s as well)

1954: Segregation Ruled Illegal in the US (you 
can talk to them more in depth about Brown 
vs. Board of Ed) they are fascinated by this 
(in a good way that it is impossible for them 
to imagine) they love to know that there were 
armed guards there to keep everyone safe and 
calm.

1955: Disneyland opened
1956: Elvis become popular and gets in trouble 

for dancing on TV (you can tell them all he did 
was move his hips and from then on he was 
only filmed from the waist up)

1958: Legos are invented

info for styLe:
a) dance of the 1950s was transitional, started 

with sock hops and dances like the twist, 
bunny hop and other dances that were tame 
and moved into Elvis’s time and rock n’ roll 
which added more rebellion

b) poodle skirts and rimmed glasses (see 
“Grease” pic)

c) Dick Clark’s American Bandstand was on the 
air
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3) Learn “Grease” choreography

At the Hop
Hold 8
Lines Run Out
1st 8
2st 8
Jump up and face partner “at the hop!” / spread 

apart
8-face partner and grab both hands 1-2, in to R 

shoulders 3, out 4, in to L shoulders 5, out 6, 
up and over 7-8

8-walk a 1/4 turn 1-2, slide out 3-4, guy (facing 
back) flip to face front 5-6, girl turn in 7-8

8-girl turn out 1-2, turn under 3-4, out 5-6 in 7-8
8-st kick in opposition (all start with R) 4xs
8: grab hands and turn under dish washer, stop 

5-6 high five 7-8
8: run to next spot

Born to Hand Jive
Hold Intro 8
do hand jive facing each other
do hand jive facing front
do hand jive facing new partner
8: bounce 1-4, pose “hand jive!” (I’m a big fan of 

the double point front)

4) Review and piece together with Charleston 
choreography

5) End in Circle Time: Invite each kid to tell what 
their favorite part of the class was / when they 
felt good about themselves. Let them know 
that next week we will be exploring the 1950s! 
It’s ELVIS-time :)

Dismissal

Day four:
Take Attendance

1) Warm-up
2) Circle Time: Review what they learned about 

the 1950s last week
3) Review “Grease” choreography
4) Continue and finish with “Elvis” choreography

Hound Dog
Hold “you ain’t nothing but a...”
8: scoop 2xs R clap scoop 2xs L clap
8: st and pt 5 scan across to R 6-8
8: scoop 2xs R clap scoop 2xs L clap
8: jump and bump hips / change sides and bump
8: air guitar
8: Elvis knees

5) Review ALL / Piece together 1920s and 1950s
6) End in Circle Time: Invite each kid to tell what 

their favorite part of the class was / when they 
felt good about themselves. Let them know 
that next week we will be exploring the 1970s!

Dismissal
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Day five:
Take Attendance

1) Warm-up
2) Circle Time: Quick review of 1920s and 1950s, 

Move into 1970s: what was happening, what 
did people wear, what type of music did they 
listen to, how did it influence dance styles
i) volunteers to paste up pictures
ii) Disco Dance - brief history

tiMe Line info for 1970s:
1971: VCR and 1979: Walkman Introduced (first 

show them the picture and see if they can 
guess what those things are ... they CAN’T ... 
ahhhh, so funny)

1973: Vietnam War Ends
1975: First Monster Truck built
1977: Star Wars released

info for styLe:
a) Disco Clubs (disco started with the music, then 

the dance and culture)
b) famous club to dance it was called Studio 54
c) famous TV show called “Soul Train”
d) famous movie with John Travolta “Saturday 

Night Fever”
e) People wore: bellbottoms, afros

3) Learn Disco choreography

Stayin’ Alive
8: HOLD
8: Group 1: strut in / comb hair / turn / head nod
8: Group 2: "

Lyric
8: roll to 4 corners
8: 3 st turn R and L
8: wash hair 2xs / groovy arms in front
8: R arm out / L arm out / head roll

Chorus
8: disco with R / R scan
8: peace sign fingers 4xs
8: repeat on L
8: "
8: Get into Two Lines
4: "
10 (8 counts) for Improv

End Pose (4 count fade out)

<Dance goes from 0-1:46 sec.>

4) Review and piece together with Charleston 
and 1950s choreography

5) End in Circle Time: Invite each kid to tell what 
their favorite part of the class was / when they 
felt good about themselves. Let them know 
that next week we will be continuing with the 
1970s – bring your afros and bell bottoms!

Dismissal
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Day six:
Take Attendance

1) Warm-up
2) Circle Time: Review what they learned about 

the 1970s last week
3) Review Disco choreography
4) Continue and finish choreography / Focus on 

the soul train free style moment for a while

8: HOLD
8: Group 1: strut in / comb hair / turn / head nod
8: Group 2: “

Lyric
8: roll to 4 corners
8: 3 st turn R and L
8: wash hair 4xs / groovy arms in front
8: R arm out / L arm out / head roll

Chorus
8: disco with R / R scan
8: peace sign fingers 4xs
8: repeat on L
8: “
8: Get into Two Lines
4: “
10 (8 counts)
Each Improv

End Pose (4 count fade out)

5) Review ALL / Piece together 1920s, 1950s 
and 1970s

6) End in Circle Time: Invite each kid to tell what 
their favorite part of the class was / when they 
felt good about themselves. Let them know 
that next week we will be exploring the 1980s!

Dismissal

Day seven:
Take Attendance
1) Warm-up
2) Circle Time: Quick review of 1920s, 1950s, 

and 1970s. Move into 1980s: what was 
happening, what did people wear, what type 
of music did they listen to, how did it influence 
dance styles
i) volunteers to paste up pictures
ii) Hip hop Dance – brief history

tiMe Line info for 1980s:
1980: Rubiks cube
1981: first PC by IBM
1982: Miss Kim born (feel free to insert your b-day 

into any place in the timeline, the kids think 
it’s hilarious and that we are SO OLD) and 
Michael Jackson releases “Thriller”

1985: first hole discovered in ozone layer
1989: fall of Berlin Wall (end of the cold war with 

USSR) / first episode of The Simpsons

info for styLe:
a) African Americans and Latino Americans 

created uprock and breaking in New York City.
b) types of hip hop: popping, locking, breaking, 

krumping
c) street origins and improvisational in nature
d) fad dances / popular in late 80s: Running Man, 

the Worm, and the Cabbage Patch / now: Cha 
Cha slide, Dougie, etc.

e) hip hop is not just s style of music, but a 
lifestyle that includes: clothing, language, 
graffitti, and going against authority
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3) Learn Hip hop choreography

“Magic”
Hold 8
St hop 4xs
fake run onto L foot 1-2, back 3&, hit R knee with L 

fist on 4, R hand behind head and step on R
foot 5, repeat on L 6, arms come around to chest 

7-8
opposite 1-2, stomp R 3, push and jump back 4, 

rock R-L-R-L 5-8
face partner 1-2, R hand to R hand / foot to foot 

3-4, jump around to switch sides 5-8
brush off R shoulder 1-2, L shoulder 3-4, walk to 

3-4 groups

Do small group choreography

create circle cypher on chorus and end pose

<Music ends at 1:47>

4) Review and piece together with 
Charleston,1950s, and Disco choreography

5) End in Circle Time: Invite each kid to tell what 
their favorite part of the class was / when they 
felt good about themselves. Let them know 
that next week we will be continuing with the 
1980s!

Dismissal

Day eight:
Take Attendance

1) Warm-up *do a cypher
2) Circle Time: Review what they learned about 

the 1980s last week
3) Review Hip hop choreography
4) Continue and finish choreography
5) Small group work: create 16-32 counts in 

small groups in this style. 
Show / Perform.

6) Review ALL / Piece together 1920s, 1950s, 
1970s and 1980s

7) End in Circle Time: Invite each kid to tell what 
their favorite part of the class was / when they 
felt good about themselves. Let them know 
that next week we will be performing ALL of 
them together!

Dismissal

Day nine:
Take Attendance

1) Warm-up
2) Circle Time: Review script
3) Review ALL choreography
4) Show / Perform ALL
5) End in Circle Time: Invite each kid to tell what 

their favorite part of the class was / when they 
felt good about themselves. CELEBRATE!

Dismissal


